INTERNATIONAL LIFENET CREATIVE GATHERING 2020
Here comes the concept of the gathering
Dear collaborators and friends of LifeNet - Geomancy and Transformation Network!
VITAAA, the Slovenian LifeNet group prepares the 7th international Gathering of
groups and individuals working in the field of geomancy and supporting Earth’s
transformation process. The Gathering will take place at the Bohinj Lake in Slovenia
from July 13th (Monday) to 16th (Thursday) 2020.
Bohinj Lake is a deep lake positioned at the heart of the Julian Alps. It is one of the
two sources of the river Sava that joins Danube at Belgrade. The Youth Hotel where
the Gathering will be located is positioned at the lake just above the lithopuncture
stone with a cosmogram carved by Marika and Marko Pogačnik 22 years ago
following a commission by the City Council of Villach, Austria, to create a cross
connection through the Alps. The other stones of this geomantic composition called
“Star of the Alps” stand in the North of Italy, South of Germany, in Austrian
Carinthia and in Maribor in the east of Slovenia. They are positioned along two leylines that cross Europe in East-West and South-North directions. So the place is
optimal for communication across the globe.
The geomantic one-week bus travel for those who wish – to Bosnian pyramids and
other sacred places in Bosnia and Herzegovina – will take place prior to the Congress
from July 8th to 13th. Why prior to the Gathering?
The reason is that there is the need at this time of Earth Changes to connect the
primeval powers of the belly with the transformative powers of the heart. Translated
into geomantic terms, Balkans centered in Bosnia represents the belly of Europe.
Places exist there like the Bosnian Pyramids and the giant Balls of Zavidovići where
sources of the primal creative qualities, beings and powers of Gaia can be experienced
and supported. The idea is that the part of the Gathering group, after visiting those
areas, will bring their experience to the Gathering where the synthesis of the
primordial wisdom of Gaia (brought from Balkans) and the heartfelt will of the
Gathering group to support the present Earth Changes will take place supporting
Gaia’s decision to find new ways for the future of life upon the Earth.
To reserve a place at the Gathering you should open the following link and fill in your
data, then press the lower button to send. Please do this prior to October 1st 2019:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/
1FAIpQLSeMyB9tgJwEEeavWeeuCcrkVmd3sGv2clE_zt_TMFZ8TcaA6g/viewform
We will be happy to welcome you in Slovenia in 2020. Our home planet, the beloved
Gaia, is entering an intense phase of transformation and there is a great need for some
geomantic work to be done by a large international group. And of course, seeing and
touching each other is a pure wonder.
Marko Pogačnik, in the name of the VITAAAssociation for the Coexistence of
Humanity, Nature and Environment, Ljubljana, and its Gathering preparation group.
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